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RÉSUMÉ. Les collections numériques de documents de l’héritage culturel sont la plupart du temps 
des images scannées. Actuellement ces documents sont disponibles sur internet, mais ont besoin 
d’annotations manuelles qui expliquent leur contenu afin de les rendre accessibles et exploitables. 
L’annotation manuelle est coûteuse et fastidieuse, mais le travail collaboratif peut l’accélérer. Ce 
travail collaboratif facilite la tâche d’annotation et mutualise l’expérience de chacun. Nous 
proposons un système qui trace les actions des utilisateurs pendant leur travail sur l’annotation et 
fournit de l’assistance basée sur ces traces. Dans cet article, nous présentons un model d’archive 
numérique et un prototype d’une application d’annotation de documents numériques en ligne. 
Cette application permet aux utilisateurs de travailler en collaboration et de profiter d’un système 
d’assistance basé sur les traces d’utilisation.     

ABSTRACT. Collections of cultural heritage documents are most of the time digitized images. These 
precious documents are now available on the internet and need manual annotations to make their 
content accessible and exploitable. Manual annotations are expensive and tedious; hence the use 
of a collaborative annotation space and the reuse of users’ experiences, by tracing their actions -
during the annotation process- in order to offer an assistance based on these traces is necessary. 
In this article we present a digital archive model and prototype of a collaborative system to 
annotate online ancient manuscripts. The application offers an assistant for semi-automatic 
annotation, and a tracing system that saves traces of important actions in order to reuse them in a 
recommender system afterwards. 

MOTS-CLÉS : documents d’héritage culturel, annotation, collaboration, traces, système de 
recommandation. 
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1. Introduction 

Digitizing ancient texts, invaluable historical and cultural documents and artifacts 
(papyrus, stones and others) became widespread; it offers the possibility to all concerned 
institutions or persons to conserve old documents and to make them available to study 
and exploitation for a wide audience. Libraries that search to conserve and to facilitate 
the access of documents, historians who aim at studying old documents, monks who 
have precious ancient religious documents, museums that aim to exhibit their objects, 
and others are all interested in the digitization of ancient documents. Moreover, students 
or any other interested user can also benefit from online available digital documents 
since the original papers or artifacts are strictly conserved and are in reach of only some 
authorized persons. The question is “What after the digitization?”. Users need to access 
the digitized documents easily to study their content, search them and enrich them by 
annotations or classifications. For this reason, a management system is needed to store, 
visualize, organize, search and annotate these documents. That is why many projects and 
digital libraries have been developed for these purposes, and that is why we are 
interested in developing a digitized manuscript’s management system 

However, documents in digital libraries do not have enough annotations, Annotations 
are associated to documents either depending on metadata standards such as Dublin Core 

, METS  , MARC21  and others, or depending on the application requirements to give 
information about document content. In fact, we did not find any standard that is 
generalized in all libraries or museums. For example, annotations could be a type of 
local descriptors that mark images (Valle and al. 2008), and then these descriptors are 
used to identify, to index, to describe and to facilitate the retrieval of image documents. 
Other applications use textual annotations resulted by applying OCR (optical character 
recognition) such as in the MEMORIAL project (Antonacopoulos and Karatzas, 2004), 
or by applying handwriting segmentation algorithms (Gatos and al. 2007) to extract the 
content of scanned documents. Usually, in cultural heritage repositories, collections are 
sets of digitized images where the original paper documents are mostly handwritten. 
Documents search and retrieval in these collections is annotation-based, it means that the 
search uses the descriptive metadata, transcriptions and other annotations to find the 
wanted document.  Consequently, we perceive that their management system must allow 
adding annotations as metadata to facilitate the document retrieval. However, this work 
is laborious, reading a manuscript page takes sometimes hours; thus publishing these 
documents online and offering annotation tools facilitates their creation. The problem is 
that the created annotations are not validated, and users can do many mistakes (e.g. 



 

Haddad collection in Welcome Library1). Therefore, allowing users to correct or to 
comment on the annotations of others is useful. This permits users to work together in a 
collaborative environment to achieve good quality results in a difficult task. 
Furthermore, such a system must be intelligent enough to capture users’ experience and 
to propose some assistance during the annotation process. In other words, observing 
users’ actions can enhance simplicity and efficiency of application use, improve 
interaction quality, and save users time and effort. 

In order to better understand the users’ needs, we contacted different institutes that 
aim to exploit and to study their rare digital collections like the Archdiocese of a catholic 
church in Aleppo, Syria or a library in Transylvania. All their documents are images of 
hand written manuscripts and need manual annotations. Librarians aim to work in 
collaboration with researchers who are interested in the study of these manuscripts.  

In this paper we present an online digital archive application to manage and annotate 
ancient manuscripts manually and remotely in a collaborative and assisted environment. 
We offer a web application that is used to exhibit the rare collections and to allow users 
to add their own annotations of different types, to share their work with others and to 
benefit from an assistant.  

This article is organized as follows: section 2 gives an overview about some 
annotation projects, collaborative and tracing systems. In section 3, we present our 
assisted web archive design. Section 4 describes our prototype ARMARIUS, a web 
application to annotate scanned manuscripts online. We conclude by presenting our 
perspectives. 

2. Background 

Annotations and metadata are supplementary information added to an initial 
collection of data. While annotations are rather time-related “semantic” information, 
metadata are rather static information about a unit of a document2.  

In our project, we are interested in three features. First, the possibility to annotate 
many kinds of documents like image collections, image or image fragments of different 
shapes.  Annotation types must satisfy several archive styles. They have to be dynamic 

                                                           

1
 http://library.wellcome.ac.uk/haddad/419.asp 

2. http://www.amiproject.org/pdf/L-Metadata and annotation standards.ppt/view 



enough to be extended to new types according to users’ need. Second is the collaborative 
work between users in order to benefit from the experience of other persons. At last, the 
development of an assisting system to facilitate and accelerate the users task.  

This section demonstrates some examples of annotation and user tracing projects. 
We show their principles of work, and investigate their associated features and 
weaknesses. 

2.1. Annotation projects 

Since we are interested in document annotation through the web, we studied the 
projects about image annotation and web page annotation. Many projects have 
developed diverse tools to annotate web pages, multimedia objects, or documents. 

The project UVic IMT offers image mark-up tool , it permits to load and display a 
wide variety of different image formats, Uvic IMT allows the user to specify arbitrary 
rectangle shaped fragments on the image, to insert resizable and movable annotation 
areas on the image, and associate them with annotations. Uvic IMT marks the annotated 
parts in the photo and stores the resulting data in TEI P5 XML files that contains all the 
annotations locally on the user’s machine. A withdraw of  this system is that stored 
annotations cannot be seen by other users. 

Some projects integrate plug-ins in web browsers to provide annotation tools such as 
Annotea (Kahan and Koivunen 2001); it permits to exchange web annotations and 
bookmarks between users in a collaborative way. Nevertheless, web pages in Annotea 
and their contents (images, texts, hyper links, etc.) are identified by URLs while in our 
case the scanned images of the manuscripts are identified by IDs and it is more 
complicated to identify their fragments by URLs. For this reason we cannot use the 
Annotea plug in to annotate our images. Another web browser extension project is is 
MADCOW (Multimedia Annotation of Digital Content Over the Web) (Bottoni and al. 
2004). It offers the possibility to annotate many objects simultaneously and to use 
multimedia documents as annotations (audio registrations, figures...) in addition to 
textual ones. Nevertheless MADCOW annotates only XML documents and not images.  

Other projects interested in the annotation of the ancient manuscripts are Scraps 
(documents from the World War I) and Terra de Santa Maria (Ribeiro and al. 2007). 
They offer the access to rare books online. Collections in these projects are previously 
transcribed and have metadata to reach them. However these projects do not enable users 
to annotate the exposed documents. The project IPSA (Agosti and al. 2003) enables the 
annotation of herbal manuscripts, in this application user can add textual annotations 
remotely, or they can link images to others. It permits users to work in collaboration; 



 

however it does not offer the functionality to annotate  image fragments. Figure 1 
summarizes the interesting features of these projects. 

 

 
Figure 1. A comparison between annotation projects 

2.2. Collaborative annotations 

In their paper (Cabanac and al. 2007), the authors define an annotation as a collective 
object that can be used for argumentative purposes. The “collective” adjective refers to 
the fact that an annotation may be consulted by any user of the annotation system. The 
“argumentative” facet of an annotation is because when annotating a resource, the user 
may confirm or refute its contents. According to (Cabanac and al. 2008) annotating 
documents reflects individual’s cognitive efforts (e.g. learning, correcting) while 
interacting with text documents. The authors tackle the question about “How to exploit 
collective annotations?”. Users benefit from the group’s activities, and the group 
benefits from individual’s activities. The more users add annotations, the more search 
results are satisfying. Another example about distributing user knowledge is AnnForum 
(Chen and Persen 2008), an annotation tool that supports the reuse of collaborative 
knowledge and exploits the forum information as new learning resources. We cited this 
example from the e-learning domain because of the likeness with our domain, because 
we also need to distribute the information added by users into the archive.  

In the next section we talk about user traces.   



2.3. User tracing projects 

Traces are mostly used in learning systems since they help in improving the 
pedagogical scenarios. In (Settouti and al., 2006) the authors talk about the necessity to 
help users based on traces by collecting, transforming, analyzing these later issued from 
observing human learning. Teachers define paths through documents that students have 
to follow depending on their learning objectives. Comparing teacher prescribed tasks 
with the user execution trace participate to control the learning process. This is called 
TBS (Trace Based System) where traces are composed of observed elements associated 
to their trace model. The traces can be indeed modeled using observation and use models 
(Egyed, 2003).  

Digital traces of information system use are registered elements of the interaction 
between the user and the system. Traces give information about the exploitation of the 
system (Laflaquière and al., 2007). In the article, the authors distinguished between two 
trends of tracing. First, traces based on almost informal log files that permit to collect 
and extract useful information. On the other hand, there are systems where traces are 
modeled and defined explicitly in order to be able capitalize reusable experience. The 
ATER system proposed by Laflaquière offers an environment to reuse the traces after 
collecting and transforming them. The authors consider that traces represent the user 
knowledge. ATER defines traces as observed elements that are related to a trace model, 
the trace model is OWL based and describes the structural relations between the trace 
elements. But there is not any concrete trace model in the ATER system. 

Tracing systems usually propose a technique based on a Task model. A task model 
generally represents a schema for actions performed by the user. However, task models 
for user interface design are not designed to represent web2.0 applications tracing (the 
case of our application), task model such as CTT (Concur Task Tree), Statechart 
diagrams, GOMS Model, HTA (Hierarchical Task Analysis) (Stanton, 2006). Do not fit 
our application because we intend to register the user experience while using a web 
application.  

2.4. Conclusion 

We found out from the state of the art that the majority of digital library projects do 
not contain collaborative work spaces (i.e. point of view confrontations). Furthermore, 
users necessitate an assistant that captures the experience from user traces, for example 
to reduce the time and the effort of the search and the annotation process. Progress in 
user modeling over recent years has demonstrated that models learning from observing 
users’ actions can enhance simplicity and efficiency of application actually use, improve 



 

interaction quality, and save users time and effort. However, relatively few applications 
use this technique hindering user assistance development. Another obstacle in intelligent 
user assistance is the bootstrapping problem. Very little about the user is known when 
the application is first installed on the user’s system (Nguyen and al. 2007); to overcome 
this problem we search to assist the user during his work, depending both on his actions 
and on his profile. 

In the next section we are explaining in details the design of our web archive to 
annotate manuscripts and to assist users during this process. 

3. The web application conceived for annotating digitized manuscripts  

 
Figure 2 . gives a global view about our web application. Collections of scanned 

manuscripts, metadata, and user annotations are stored on a server that holds also the 
web application; users connect to the server through a web browser to surf through the 
collections or to add new annotations. During a session, user activities are registered as 
traces. The system uses these traces to build an assistant in order to help users in 
annotating and browsing the digital manuscripts.  

 
 

Figure 2.System architecture 



3.1. Annotation 

In this paper we consider annotations as information added by the users on document 
units. A document unit is an abstract document fragment that can represent a collection 
of images, a simple image or an image fragment (a closed shape with straight sides that 
surrounds a piece of image and is defined by many points).  

Figure 3 shows a simplified description of our database model where we separated 
annotations, annotation types and values; the motivation is to have the flexibility to add 
new types of annotation in the future (question, answer, comment, correction, title, 
author…) and to structure these annotations depending on one or several models. 
Annotation value table is linked to the language table in order to specify the language of 
each value. This technique enables the user to filter the result of his search to view the 
annotations in selected languages.  

 

 

Figure 3. System data model diagram 

Only authenticated users can use the annotation tools, filter the visible annotations 
according to the groups of the author, type… validate or correct them. Users do not have 
defined roles; they belong to groups where they have rights to use the system tools and 
to browse the collections. Our system enables the exploitation of collective annotations, 
thus it distributes the experience and the knowledge of experts in a domain to other 



 

users. Since annotators are not all experts, there is a need to verify their production of 
annotations. In our application, users who have enough privileges can modify or delete 
other users’ annotations. The objective is to make emerge correct and complete 
annotations about the document by using different user experiences.  

3.2. Traces 

Our system’s design objective is to capture user’s activity, in order to build an 
assistant that is capable to reuse these activities in similar situations. The question is: 
how can the system potentially reuse information created by one user for another user? 
This is the role of the assistant.  

Let us see an example about reusing a traced user action (experience) to assist 
another person, USER1 is annotating a fragment in an image, he defines the points that 
surround the fragment and begins the transcription by typing on the keyboard the letters 
within the fragment. The system verifies if any of these words exist in the database, and 
then searches the fragments that contain this word. The assistant proposes the user to add 
the other words attached to these fragments. Furthermore, to benefit from other user 
traces, the assistant system searches in the trace table to see if the value added by the 
user exists and if it has been modified to a new value (corrected). The system proposes 
the new value (corrected one) held by the annotation. In Figure 4, we present that 
(Fragment 2) was corrected by a user who knows the Arabic, thus when another user 
defines (Fragment3) at the last line, and writes a word corresponding to an old value of 
the (Fragment 2) before the correction, the system will notify the user that another 
fragment was corrected in a similar situation, and proposes him to change the annotation 
value. Alternatively, the user can refuse the assistant correction. 

 

 
Figure 4. An example of assisting annotations in Arabic manuscripts 

  



We consider that the user knowledge can be represented either by the annotations he 
adds or by the modifications that he makes. For instance, when a user adds 
transcriptions, this means that he knows the language of the manuscript, when he 
modifies the value of an annotation this indicates that he is probably correcting some 
mistakes. The proposed knowledge exchange system couples case-based reasoning with 
ontological structures (task model, annotation schemas, domain dependent taxonomies) 
to assist match-making between existing knowledge and knowledge demands. Error! 

Reference source not found. illustrates the assistance system which exploits the 
stored traces to provide step by step assistance to most current user actions. Traces are 
registrations of some users’ activities while he is exploiting the system. 

The system traces the actions of the connected user; traces are stored in a relational 
database that keeps track of the actions together with the affected objects (collections, 
pages, metadata…). As shown in Figure 3, traces are composed of episodes ��; each 
episode is composed of an ordered list of actions ���  :  

�� � ���� , 
 � 1, � 
 

Actions have a type AType  as shown in Figure 3 and a set of parameters Pi 

��� � ������, �� ����,� ) 
 

For example: an action with the type: AddAnnotation has the parameters: 
AnnotationID and  DocumentUnitID. 

A parameter P has a parameter type PType and parameter value ������ 

�� � ������, ������ 
The actions of the users are traced according to the task model in Figure 5. To assist 

a user during his session, we compare the last episode of his traces with the episodes of 
the already registered traces in the system. 

Comparing two traces to find similar episodes can be done by using an adaptation of 
the BLAST algorithm (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool). BLAST is used to rapidly 
compare a given sequence X to the sequences in some database to find all similar 
sequences. Traces in our application are considered as data sequences cut into episodes 
depending on the concerned document unit level. A collection is at a higher level than a 
page which is above a fragment. Episodes are composed of actions related to one 
document unit. 

We define: 

|��|  = episode i length, the number of the actions in the episode 
|�|  = parameter number of the action a 



 

 

Figure 5. Traced action schema 

The next formula gives the similarity Sim#$ between two episodes e� and e': 
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There are other similarity measures between two episodes, for example the edit 
distance but we chose this simple comparison for our first tests. To calculate the 
similarity Sim@AB3C4 between two actions a1, a2 we define: 
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The definitions above represent only a preliminary version of our episode 
comparison methods.  

3.3. Assistance 

 

Figure 6. Comparison between traces to make recommendations 

Figure 6 shows an example about the assistant; the system compares the traces of 
user “U3” with other users’ traces, registered in the database to find similar ones. The 



 

results of the comparison are the traces of “U1” and “U2” that concern the “Arabic 
manuscripts” collection, users have browsed it after searching the word “Arabic”. 
Episodes of images are similar in relation to “Img_01” image, hence the system continue 
to compare the fragment episodes. The system finds that “delete annotation” action is 
followed by “add annotation” action which means that a correction of the annotation 
“Food” was made in this fragment. The assistant will use this correction to propose the 
user “U3” the correction “feed” when he enters the annotation “food”. The assistant 
supposes that the user made a mistake according to the trace of “U2”. 

When a user marks some points on the image to create a fragment; the coordinates of 
these points are passed to the system to create the fragment boundaries, then the user 
chooses an annotation type and begins entering his words. At this stage the system 
suggests the user some of existing keywords after calculating the similarity between his 
fragment and other stored fragments. The annotator can accept the suggestions or 
continue his work.  

The system starts from the current user action to the proposition of the assistance 
(e.g. see similar document units, similar fragments, or annotation) depending on other 
comparable traces. Our objective is to assist the user in accordance with his actions. 

4. Our prototype (ARMARIUS) 

We developed the application ARMARIUS to test the functionalities desired in 
treating scanned manuscripts. Our application contains three collections of ancient 
manuscripts, two of them are from Syria in Syriac and in Arabic, and the third collection 
is from Transylvania. Collections, metadata, annotations and users accounts and rights 
are stored on the server.  

In our prototype we implement the pattern MVC2. We build it over a three tier 
architecture: presentation layer, application layer and data or persistence layer. We used 
JSF for the presentation layer and Hibernate for the persistence layer. We choose Mysql 
for our database and Tomcat for the web server. Because of the separation between the 
three layers, the use of this architecture makes it easy to expose our application functions 
in web services (research, visualization, annotation, manual transcription …).  

Research results are images of manuscript pages, thus users can directly inspect the 
images to see if they are of interest. Annotation is done via the web browser. Users 
annotate new image fragments by choosing the annotation tool then specifying some 
points that will surround the text or the image to be annotated, the system creates a 
closed shape based on the user’s points then offers a dialog box allowing user to add 
keywords and/or transcriptions or other metadata as shown in Figure 7 with an example 



of a user trace at the top. Moreover, users can add new annotations to already existing 
fragments or modify the annotations. The more annotations are added, the more it 
improves search results since the system returns the pages containing the searched 
keywords. 

 

Figure 7. Annotation interface in ARMARIUS  

5. Conclusion & Further Work 

In this article we presented a web application to expose and annotate the digitized 
images about old and handwritten manuscripts of different languages. The annotation 
process is done manually and remotely. We also explained that users annotate different 
type of metadata (transcriptions, keywords, comments) with the ability to add more 
annotation types in accordance to each archive needs. Users can work in collaboration to 
realize a correct annotation; they can see the annotations added by their groups and 
modify them. Users can benefit from the experience of the others to annotate documents. 
The system builds an assistant based on the traces of expert users. 

The project is under development and a preliminary version of it is already available 
on the internet (http://armarius.insa-lyon.fr/Armarius2008) 



 

We are aware that user access right control at the annotation level is an important 
issue also, this could for example enable users to define access rights to their own 
annotations (private or public), but it is not implemented yet. In our future work we 
intend to improve the tracing technique and the assistance system, to facilitate the 
annotation process for users who do not have enough experience in annotating 
manuscripts. We also intend to extend the task model to trace other actions.  
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